
 

  
Hair Straighteners - ACAI THERAPY

A?AÌ NATURAL TREATMENT
100% natural treatment for hair sexy , smooth and frizz-free

 bbazar@globelife.com

 +39 0331 1706328

A?AÌ NATURAL TREATMENT
100% natural treatment for hair sexy , smooth and frizz-free

 The power of the Amazon to make beautiful hair naturally.
The technology of the products A?AÌ is innovative and Sugarcane Cysteine ??contains :
active ingredient derived from sugar cane, which performs the function of a carrier of the
active principle from the berries of A?aì tract, present in high concentration.
The A?ai is a fruit of the Amazon, and highly antioxidant nutrient. The A?aì TERAPY
represents a revolution in the treatment and reconstruction of the hair, in fact the IEA ¤ AU
is known for the following features:
- Antioxidants: they protect our cells from free radicals and, therefore, from damage
caused by oxidation, which is why it is assigned a role in the prevention of cancer and
cardiovascular disease as well as a retarding effect in the degenerative processes of aging
of the body. The antioxidant effect extraordinary dell'A?aì derives from a
particularly high concentration of antiocianine. The fruit has the ORAC value (Oxygene
Radical Absorbance Capacity) recorded the highest among all fruits and vegetables
examined to date.
- Oils and fats - omega : Unsaturated fats used for organic processes of construction in the
body. For the poly- non - saturated is also attributed a protective effect for the arteries and
an improving effect on the skin. A?aì has a structure almost perfect fatty acid that is very
similar to that of olive oil.
- Vegetable proteins
- Iron and calcium
- Vitamins A, B1, B2, B3, E and C 

The treatment ensures 

 AÌàAÌ :
- SMOOTH NATURAL EFFECT
- DELETE THE CRESPO
- DONA SHINE
- MOISTURISES HAIR
- RESTRUCTURING IS HIGHLY. 

  method of use :  wash your hair with shampoo pre restructuring. Dry 80 % water.
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Separate the hair into six sections and, with the help of a comb and brush, apply A?aì. To
get straight hair, cover and leave for 15 minutes. Wipe up to 90% with air warm / hot
water. Re- separate the hair into sections and proceed to step 6 of the plate about 10
professional
Sometimes, shaping his hair back. Rinse and apply the mask, leaving it on for 5 minutes.
Before drying your hair, apply styling and drying.
 box:  1000 ml bottles with dispenser. 
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